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DANIEL FREI | Executive board

WERNER BATTISTI | Executive board and founder

More than 25 years ago, I was looking for the perfect 
sportswear for me. Instead of giving up then, I founded 
Skinfit. I had no idea how successful it would turn out 
to be. But from the beginning it was clear to me that 
Skinfit should go a different way, a seperate way. That 
is still the case and we are very proud of that.

We always strive to develop the best sportswear for all 
those who want to get more out of themselves – who 
always want to give their best. With our new collection, 
we have taken the first step. Now it‘s up to you: what 
do you want to achieve? No matter what your goals are, 
we‘ll always be at your side.



         

WHAT DO
YOU WANT

TO ACHIEVE?



BORN TO

RUN
TRI
CLIMB 
SKI
CYCLE

WHAT DO
YOU WANT
TO ACHIEVE?

It doesn‘t matter what your goal is. What matters is that you know what 
you want to achieve. That you are willing to give everything for it. That 
you also adapt to the unpleasant edges. That you compromise. That if 
necessary you take a step back. Stand up again. It doesn‘t matter what 
others think of your goal. All that matters is your determination, your  
motivation and your drive. All that matters is you, your intention and the 
way to get there. You can achieve anything.



MANIFEST
 WE ARE SKINFIT

We are the drive and the motivation. The head start 
and the energy boost. We keep going when others 
have long since stopped. We give everything so that 
each individual can give his or her personal best. But 
above all, we want to get better together.  

Every. Damn. Day.

That‘s why we developed a clothing system that is 
there for us 365 days a year. A system that makes 
37°C body temperature a constant. And does a lot 
with little. A system that we are constantly improving. 
Because we know exactly: There is always room for 
improvement.

We are always there when it matters. At very close 
range. At the summit. At the finish line. At every best 
top performance. Because we are Skinfit. The kind 
athletes are made of.

BORN TO PERFORM

 SKINFIT.EU/BORNTOPERFORM 
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salvia

This shirt does not only offer relia-
ble warmth on the coldest days of 
the year, but also a well-considered 
ratio of warmth to weight. A special 
fabric structure on the inside provi-
des the necessary breathability.

€ 129

orange red dark
grey

breathability
isolation
drying time
weight 265 g
packing volume 950 ml

rubinblacksummer-
sweet

CALANDA WOMEN‘S 
JACKET  2000

This women‘s jacket is convincing 
with excellent breathability in com-
bination with pleasant warmth re-
tention. The jacket is ideal as a mid-
layer for sports activities in cooler 
temperatures.

€ 189

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 270 g
packing volume 825 ml

atlantic dark
blue

black

This jacket is convincing with 
excellent breathability in combina-
tion with pleasant warmth retenti-
on. The jacket is ideal as a midlayer 
for sports activities in cooler tem-
peratures.

€ 189

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 340 g
packing volume 900 ml

crysan-
them
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FLIANA 
SHIRT  2017

CALANDA 
JACKET  2004
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€ 269

black

black pine

black salvia crysan-
them

crysan-
them

dark
red

VALCANOVA 
JACKET  3641

€ 269

viola

VALCANOVA 
WOMEN‘S JACKET  4005

€ 124

AROSA 
BACKPACK  9033

salvia

€ 169

blue black

THAYA 
JACKET  3010
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DACHSTEIN 
PANTS  3043

BUIN 
JACKET  3005

In winter during a ski trip or in sum-
mer as practical overpants – these 
pants are a true all-rounder and im-
press with their many clever details 
and maximum functionality in every 
season.

This lightweight hybrid jacket com-
bines pleasant heat retention with 
maximum breathability. Padded 
with PrimaLoft® Active+ at the 
front and shoulders, it ensures the 
perfect body temperature even at 
high intensity.

€ 274€ 254

isolation
sturdiness
year round use
weight 390 g
packing volume 900 ml

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 320 g
packing volume 700 ml
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iceblue

We love this moment: when we leave our comfort zone and test our own limits. 
Because in this moment we know that we have become a little better again. Day by 
day – step by step – we improve our performance. With one goal: our personal top 
performance.

IMPERIA 
SUNGLASSES  8071

These shatterproof sports sun-
glasses will protect your eyes even 
on the sunniest days of the year. 
Thanks to their polarising glas-
ses, they guarantee a safe and 
high-contrast vision even on de-
manding tours.

€ 99

sandblack

MAROLLA WOMEN‘S 
TIGHTS  2026

These tights are specifically de-
veloped for women. Their feminine 
and tight fit and a wide, soft waist-
band ensure a perfect fit and plea-
sant wearing comfort during vari-
ous sports.

€ 124

black rubinolive

breathability
isolation
elasticity
weight 205 g
packing volume 500 ml

MATHON 
SHIRT  2002

Because of the specially structured 
inside, this sophisticated shirt not 
only guarantees maximum breat-
hability, but also a pleasant thermal 
insulation on the colder days of the 
year.

summer-
sweet

blue grey

lagunagreen black

breathability
isolation
drying time
weight 180 g
packing volume 600 ml

dark
red

WE BELIEVE  
IN PERFORMANCE
 ANYWHERE AND ANYTIME
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Performance for me means always getting 
the maximum out of myself and every moment 
– whether in training or in competition.

LORD JENS KRAMER | Skinfit Athlete Trailrunning

Performance for me means always sticking 
with it and working hard to finally be able to rely 
on my body and deliver on day X.

IVAN FAVRETTO | Skinfit Athlete Trailrunning
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dark
orange

€ 169

atlanticrubin senape

FALUDRIGA 
JACKET  3020

€ 32

black

BREGENZ 
GLOVES  9563

€ 119

€ 44

black red

VIA MALA TRAIL 
BACKPACK  9006

RIFFLER 
HAT  8067

black crysan-
them

green-
slate

oliveblack

€ 209

PALÜD 
TIGHTS  2909

yellow lagunaatlantic black

€ 119

MONTJOLA 
SHIRT  2029
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If you think bouldering is about stubbornly climbing one route after another, you‘re wrong. 
Rather, it‘s about deciding on a route – a goal – even creating a new route, and then doing 
everything possible to reach the top sometime.

With the goal always in mind, it’s all about getting there. It‘s about every single attempt, 
every fall, every grip and every discussion about alternative kicks – it‘s about the sum 
of all the individual parts, because only this leads one step closer to the goal. It doesn‘t 
matter if it takes days, weeks or even years. All that counts is the will to stick to it and not 
to give up. Never give up.

With the goal always in mind, however, it‘s ultimately about getting there. It‘s about every 
single attempt, every fall, every grip and every discussion about alternative kicks – it‘s 
about the sum of all the individual parts, because only this leads step by step closer to the 
goal. It doesn‘t matter if it takes days, weeks or even years. All that counts is the will to 
keep at it and not to give up. Never give up.

Do you want to challenge yourself and your body while bouldering? Then get your free 
copy of the „Boulder ABC“ brochure at SKINFIT.EU/BOULDER-BROSCHUERE

THE JOURNEY IS 
THE DESTINATION
 STICK WITH IT, NO MATTER  

HOW LONG IT TAKES
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dark
yellow

INFINITO 
INNSBRUCK 
WOMEN‘S SHIRT  6059

This shirt cleverly combines com-
fort with sporting performance. An 
intelligent material mix of a highly 
functional synthetic fiber and soft 
cotton guarantees outstanding we-
aring comfort.

€ 89

breathability
isolation
drying time
weight 195 g
packing volume 400 ml

INFINITO 
INNSBRUCK 
SHIRT  6058

This shirt cleverly combines com-
fort with sporting performance. An 
intelligent material mix of a highly 
functional synthetic fiber and soft 
cotton guarantees outstanding we-
aring comfort.

€ 89

senape iceblue

breathability
isolation
drying time
weight 250 g
packing volume 500 ml

MORNERA 
HEADBAND  8053

This headband impresses with its 
stylish knitted pattern on the outs-
ide and a warming functional mate-
rial on the inside. You will look good 
both on ski trips and in the city.

€ 36

breathability
isolation
drying time
weight 45 g
packing volume 150 ml

pinemisty-
rose

misty-
rose
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violablack dark
yellow

CAMPELLO
WOMEN‘S SHIRT  2034

This shirt combines a feminine, ath-
letic design with optimal functiona-
lity. A specifically developed fabric 
construction gives it an antibacterial 
effect and offers perfect comfort.

€ 94

breathability
isolation
drying time
weight 140 g
packing volume 400 ml
bacteriostatic

3021 VENTO Rofan 
pants in crysanthem

  Discover all 
Skinfit colors at
SKINFIT.EU/COLORS

breathability
isolation
drying time
weight 160 g
packing volume 500 ml
bacteriostatic

rubin dark
yellow

CAMPELLO
SHIRT  2033

This shirt combines a sporty style 
with maximum functionality. A spe-
cifically developed fabric construc-
tion gives the shirt an antibacterial 
effect and offers perfect comfort.

€ 94

isolation
sturdiness
year round use
weight 400 g
packing volume 800 ml

MADRISA 
PANTS  2913

These pants impress with many 
sophisticated details for vari-
ous mountain activities. A well-
thought-out material mix ensures 
the necessary breathability and 
pleasant wearing comfort.

€ 214

olive black
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BERNINA WOMEN‘S 
HOODED JACKET  3035

This jacket impresses with its 
excellent wearing comfort. The 
functional material offers a plea-
santly soft interior, while the robust 
exterior can handle all mountain 
activities without any compromise.

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 300 g
packing volume 700 ml

€ 159

rubinblack dark
laguna

BERNINA 
HOODED JACKET  3034

This jacket guarantees excellent 
wearing comfort. The functional 
material has a pleasantly soft in-
terior, while the robust exterior is 
uncompromising in all mountain 
activities.

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 360 g
packing volume 875 ml

€ 159

rubin dark
laguna

BERNINA 
JACKET  3048

This jacket guarantees excellent 
wearing comfort. The functional 
material has a pleasantly soft in-
terior, while the robust exterior is 
uncompromising in all mountain 
activities.

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 320 g
packing volume 875 ml

€ 149

rubinblack senape black
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€ 69

dark
laguna

MOLVENO 
T-SHIRT  2045

€ 69

dark
magenta

MOLVENO WOMEN‘S 
T-SHIRT  2046

€ 79

salvia

FONDO 
SHIRT  2037

€ 214

blackatlantic

ROFAN 
ZIP OFF PANTS  3029

€ 184

blackcrysan-
them

atlantic

ROFAN 
PANTS  3021

€ 129

rubin blackatlantic

KANISFLUH 
SHORTS  3032

dark
laguna

 LIMITED  LIMITED
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Our founder Werner Battisti was looking for the perfect clothing for himself 
more than 25 years ago. Instead of giving up, he founded Skinfit. As a passionate 
triathlete, raised in the mountains of Vorarlberg, it was pretty clear: his new 
clothing had to be not only highly functional, but also usable for as many different 
sports disciplines as possible.

He made his first experiences in the textile industry and fiddled around until he 
developed the unique KLIMA Pro fabric structure. A revolution, as the KLIMA Pro 
components not only had a cooling effect during intensive sessions, but were also 
dry again in no time. In cold temperatures, they stored body heat in the structure 
and offered ideal cooling protection.

And today it is no different. Because the structure of KLIMA Pro has hardly changed 
since its development. What is good, stays. And KLIMA Pro still belongs to the 
top class of functional underwear. What has changed since then, however, is the 
diversity of the collection - today we proudly look at a complete clothing system. 
Because settling for something has never driven anyone to top performances.
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KLIMA FUNCTIONAL 
UNDERWEAR
 BETTER IS ALWAYS POSSIBLE
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 LIMITED

 LIMITED

 LIMITED

 LIMITED

€ 99

pistac-
chio

pistac-
chio

KLIMA SOFT 
CIRRUS SHIRT  1032

€ 79

KLIMA SOFT 
CIRRUS MEN‘S 
3/4 TIGHTS  1033

€ 79

KLIMA SOFT 
CIRRUS WOMEN‘S 
3/4 TIGHTS  1035

€ 99

crysan-
them

crysan-
them

KLIMA SOFT CIRRUS 
WOMEN‘S SHIRT  1034
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€ 59

carboncrysan-
them

white

KLIMA PRO 
T-SHIRT  1201

€ 109

carboncrysan-
them

KLIMA PRO PLUS 
SHIRT  1030

€ 69

carboncrysan-
them

KLIMA PRO 
SHIRT  1301

€ 94

carboncrysan-
them

KLIMA PRO PLUS 
3/4 TIGHTS  1036

KLIMA PRO ULTRA 
SHIRT  1303

€ 139

carboncrysan-
them

€ 26

rubin

PLANAI 
SOCKS  8065
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€ 119€ 119

pineviola

INFINITO CASANNA 
HOODIE  6083

INFINITO CASANNA 
WOMEN‘S HOODIE  6094

€ 124

blacksalvia

GASTEIN WOMEN‘S 
PANTS  3019

€ 144

black

GASTEIN 
PANTS  3002

summer-
sweet

grey greyiceblue
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For me, performance means challenging my 
body in as many different ways as possib-
le. Only by putting together many individual 
pieces of the puzzle I can achieve my spor-
ting goals.

LENA BERLINGER | Skinfit Racing Tri Team
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breathability
isolation
elasticity
weight 260 g
packing volume 650 ml

SILVAPLANA 
SHIRT  3033

This shirt offers effective wind pro-
tection in an ultra small pack size. 
The very light functional material is 
especially breathable and reliably 
repels water and dirt.

€ 144

grey senape

breathability
isolation
drying time
weight 125 g
packing volume 300 ml

FUSCHL 
TIGHTS  2010

These tights are a must-have for 
all winter sports enthusiasts. The 
soft inner fleece offers constant 
warmth retention. Partial wind pro-
tection and fast moisture transport 
keep the skin dry. 

€ 139

black

GRION 
GLOVES  8029

These sports gloves are thin 
enough to guarantee an excellent 
grip and thick enough to keep your 
fingers warm. They are the ideal 
choice for exercising in the winter.

€ 59

black

isolation
wind protection
sturdiness
weight 70 g
packing volume 200 ml
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 COLORS LIMITED

VALLE MAIRA 
JACKET  3041

This jacket offers everything you 
need for active use on cold winter 
days. The outer breathable functi-
onal fabric repels wind and water, 
while the cosy inside provides com-
fortable warmth.

€ 219

green-
slate

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 440 g
packing volume 1.200 ml

 COLORS LIMITED

VALLE MAIRA 
PANTS  3042

These pants combine all the featu-
res you need for active use on cold 
days. The outer breathable functi-
onal fabric repels wind and water, 
while the soft inside provides cosy 
warmth.

€ 249

crysan-
them

isolation
sturdiness
year round use
weight 380 g
packing volume 900 ml

 COLORS LIMITED

VALLE MAIRA 
WOMEN‘S JACKET  3045

This jacket offers everything you 
need for active use on cold winter 
days. The outer breathable functi-
onal fabric repels wind and water, 
while the soft inside provides com-
fortable warmth.

€ 219

crysan-
them

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 390 g
packing volume 1.000 ml

green-
slate

black
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ON TRACK FOR THE 
BEST PERFORMANCE
 FROM THE SUMMIT OF DESIRE 

TO THE FINISHING ARCH

Whereas for some a very special summit, an untracked slope or even just the 
first meters of altitude in the calm snowy nature can be a goal, more and more ski 
mountaineers are striving to reach a finishing arch in a ski touring race.

Skimo Racing is booming and is pure performance! Whether Patrouille des Glaciers, 
Sellaronda or Mountain Attack – everything its about your best performance. And 
it is also why we give everything every day. Why we try to make everything better 
to the last detail.

And you can feel it. Not only in our brand new Skimo Suit, but in all our products. 
Because Skinfit is more than just a product. It‘s the promise that every item holds 
up to the toughest competitions, runs or tours.
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 LIMITED

DIAVOLEZZA 
SKIMO SUIT  7105

This Skimo suit offers countless 
details to be ideally prepared for 
competitions. The functional ma-
terial on the front offers protection 
against wind and cold, while the 
back provides ideal heat regulation.

€ 299

black

breathability
drying time
weight 475 g
packing volume 900 ml

Many thought-out details make the Diavolezza 
Skimo Suit the ultimate competition weapon. 
Read more at   SKINFIT.EU/DIAVOLEZZA
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MONTE ROSA 
JACKET  3049

This softshell jacket is a robust 
all-rounder. The hard-wearing and 
water- and dirt-resistant exterior 
protects against wind and rough 
rock contact, while the interior pro-
vides excellent heat regulation.

€ 189

blackiceblue

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 390 g
packing volume 950 ml

MONTE ROSA 
PANTS  2905

These pants are a true all-rounder 
on the mountain. The outside pro-
tects against wind, while the inside 
efficiently transports moisture to 
the outside. Robust inserts in the 
knee and lower leg area offer maxi-
mum safety.

€ 239

black senape

isolation
sturdiness
year round use
weight 390 g
packing volume 800 ml

sturdiness
waterproofness
weight  1.035 g

MATONA 
BACKPACK  9031

This dirt- and water-repellent 30l 
backpack with Recco® reflector 
offers essential details for alpine 
hiking. It fits perfectly thanks to its 
padded straps, flexible back panels 
and soft foam back padding.

€ 179

atlantic
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BEVERIN 
PANTS  3018

These pants are the ideal compa-
nion for any ski tour. A breathable 
yet robust functional material and 
plenty of thoughtful details offer 
everything a ski tourer‘s heart desi-
res.

€ 299

black greenatlantic rubin

isolation
sturdiness
year round use
weight 610 g
packing volume 1.400 ml

CIMIANO 
JACKET  3054

This jacket is not only highly func-
tional, thanks to its sporty-casual 
look, but also cuts a good figure in 
leisure time. The particularly bre-
athable functional material ensures 
excellent wearing comfort.

€ 159

atlantic salvia

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 205 g
packing volume 700 ml

SESVENNA 
PANTS  3030

These pants offer the best functi-
on on the mountain in any season. 
The lightweight functional material 
offers not only reliable protection in 
the mountains, but also optimal cli-
mate and moisture regulation.

€ 274

black pinecrysan-
them

isolation
sturdiness
year round use
weight 505 g
packing volume 1.150 ml
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breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 200 g
packing volume 500 ml

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 155 g
packing volume 400 ml

VALBELLA  
WOMEN‘S VEST  3661

This bodywarmer offers particular-
ly multi-purpose thermal protection 
for the cold season. Thanks to its 
warming Primaloft® Gold lining and 
well-thought-out fit, it is ideal as a 
midlayer or outlayer.

€ 219

lagunablack pistac-
chio

crysan-
them

VALCANOVA 
SKIRT  4015

A classic from the Skinfit collection, 
this insulated skirt impresses with 
its particularly light weight despite 
its excellent thermal performance. 
A stylish reversal feature provides 
two casual looks at the same time.

€ 149

black

VALCANOVA 
VEST  4014

This bodywarmer combines heat 
retention with the best heat regula-
tion. At the front, a Primaloft® Gold 
Insulation lining ensures pleasant 
warmth, while the thinner material 
at the back guarantees optimal bre-
athability.

€ 169

black iceblue

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 205 g
packing volume 575 ml

 REVERSIBLE
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MONVISO WOMEN‘S 
JACKET  4002

This jacket offers everything you 
need in the cold season. The light-
weight Primaloft® Gold Insulation 
(133g) guarantees maximum ther-
mal performance, while the water-
proof and windproof outer material 
offers protection against rainfall.

€ 384

rubinblack

breathability
isolation
waterproofness
water column 20.000 mm
MVTR 20.000 g/m2/24h
weight 520 g
packing volume 1.450 ml

INFINITO SURETTA 
WOMEN‘S JACKET  4009

This jacket offers not only strong 
warmth, but also two casual looks. 
Thanks to its smart reversal fun-
ction and lightweight PrimaLoft® 
Gold filling (133g), it is the ideal 
companion for winter.

€ 324

pistac-
chio

misty-
rose

breathability
isolation
waterproofness
water column 5.000 mm
MVTR 5.000 g/m2/24h
weight 440 g
packing volume 1.300 ml

INFINITO SURETTA 
JACKET  4008

This jacket combines maximum 
warmth with two casual, everyday 
looks. Thanks to its smart reversal 
function and lightweight Prima-
Loft® Gold filling (133g), it is the 
ideal companion for winter.

€ 324

salviaiceblue

breathability
isolation
waterproofness
water column 5.000 mm
MVTR 5.000 g/m2/24h
weight 515 g
packing volume 1.500 ml

 REVERSIBLE  REVERSIBLE
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ANDERMATT 
JACKET  5013

ANDERMATT 
PANTS  5009

This jacket is made for the coldest 
days of the year. Its Primaloft® 
Gold Cross Core Insulation (133g) is 
guaranteed to keep the body warm 
and the waterproof functional ma-
terial protects against any rainfall.

These pants are classic ski pants, 
especially on the coldest days of 
the year. The warm PrimaLoft in-
sulation is protected by waterproof 
hardshell material and guarantees 
maximum comfort.

€ 489 € 389

salvia black dark
laguna

breathability
isolation
waterproofness
water column 20.000 mm
MVTR 20.000 g/m2/24h
weight 735 g
packing volume 1.750 ml

isolation
sturdiness
year round use
water column 20.000 mm
MVTR 20.000 g/m2/24h
weight 650 g
packing volume 1.500 ml

waterproofness
wind protection
isolation
water column 20.000 mm
MVTR 20.000 g/m2/24h
weight 360 g
packing volume 800 ml

VERMUNT 
JACKET  5019

VERMUNT WOMEN‘S 
JACKET  5015

The rain jacket with a hood made of 
a robust, waterproof and windproof 
3-layer hardshell functional fabric 
protects against wind and weather 
all year round. Additional protecti-
on is provided by water-repellent 
zips and taped seams.

This 3-layer hardshell jacket of-
fers the best protection in wet 
conditions. The waterproof and 
windproof functional material and 
thoughtful details prevent the entry 
of outside elements.

waterproofness
wind protection
isolation
water column 20.000 mm
MVTR 20.000 g/m2/24h
weight 285 g
packing volume 600 ml

€ 369

senape

€ 369

dark
laguna

dark 
yellow

olive salvia
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HAMBURG 
BEANIE  8052

PALÜ 
HEADBAND  8017

blacksummer-
sweet

senape rubiniceblue indigo

€ 32

blue pistac-
chio

greydark
magenta

€ 39

black senapeicebluemisty-
rose

FIORITO 
HEADBAND  8047

FIORITO 
STORM SCARF  8074

FIORITO 
HAT  8054

€ 29

black rubinmisty-
rose

black

€ 29

black

€ 39

TIRANO 
HEADBAND  8003

€ 29

yellow laguna blackvioladark
laguna
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 REVERSIBLE  REVERSIBLE  REVERSIBLE

breathability
isolation
waterproofness
weight 580 g
packing volume 1.900 ml

INFINITO OSLO 
WOMEN‘S COAT  4012

This coat impresses with a stylish 
turnaround feature and well-
thought-out materials. The wind- 
and waterproof functional material 
and Primaloft® Gold Cross Core 
Insulation (133g) offer perfect pro-
tection on cold days.

CLARIDEN WOMEN‘S 
JACKET  4004

This women‘s jacket not only im-
presses with its two stylish looks, 
but also has a lot to offer technical-
ly. The lightweight and highly fun-
ctional PrimaLoft® Gold insulation 
keeps the body reliably warm even 
on the coldest days.

breathability
isolation
waterproofness
weight 355 g
packing volume 1.050 ml

CLARIDEN 
JACKET  4003

This jacket not only impresses 
with its two stylish looks, but also 
has a lot to offer technically. The 
lightweight and highly functional 
PrimaLoft® Gold insulation keeps 
the body reliably warm even on the 
coldest days.

breathability
isolation
waterproofness
weight 445 g
packing volume 1.300 ml

senape

€ 389

blackviolasenape black

€ 319

black

€ 319

dark
blue
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BIMBI CLARIDEN 
JACKET  4007

This children‘s jacket reliably keeps 
tomorrow‘s athletes warm even on 
the coldest days of the year. Thanks 
to a practical reversal function, the 
colour of the jacket can be changed 
as desired.

breathability
isolation
waterproofness
weight 205 g
packing volume 625 ml

BIMBI ALPILA 
PANTS  2991

These functional pants for kids pro-
tect against wind and weather. The 
soft and stretchy functional fabric 
and the pre-shaped knee areas  of-
fer maximum flexibility, while the 
printed safety reflector ensures 
visibility.

isolation
sturdiness
year round use
weight 95 g
packing volume 225 ml

BIMBI BERNINA 
HOODED JACKET  3040

This children‘s jacket will impress 
tomorrow‘s athletes with its excel-
lent wearing comfort. The soft yet 
robust functional material not only 
takes on any adventure, but is also 
water- and dirt-repellent.

breathability
isolation
wind protection
weight 220 g
packing volume 600 ml

€ 219

dark
blue

pistac-
chio

€ 89

black

€ 119

rubin
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KLIMA SOFT CIRRUS
WOMEN‘S SHIRT  1034

€ 99  |  page 35

KLIMA SOFT
CIRRUS SHIRT  1032

€ 99  |  page 35

KLIMA SOFT CIRRUS 
WOMEN‘S 3/4 TIGHTS  1035

€ 79  |  page 35

KLIMA SOFT CIRRUS 
MEN‘S 3/4 TIGHTS  1033

€ 79  |  page 35

KLIMA PRO
T-SHIRT  1201

€ 59  |  page 36

KLIMA PRO PLUS
SHIRT  1030

€ 109  |  page 36

KLIMA PRO PLUS
3/4 TIGHTS  1036

€ 94  |  page 36

KLIMA PRO ULTRA
SHIRT  1303

€ 139  |  page 36

KLIMA PRO
SHIRT  1301

€ 69  |  page 36

MOLVENO WOMEN‘S 
T-SHIRT  2046

€ 69  |  page 30

FLIANA 
SHIRT  2017

€ 129  |  page 11

MATHON 
SHIRT  2002

€ 124  |  page 16

MONTJOLA
SHIRT  2029

€ 119  |  page 21

INFINITO INNSBRUCK 
WOMEN‘S SHIRT  6059

€ 89  |  page 25

MOLVENO 
T-SHIRT  2045

€ 69  |  page 30

INFINITO INNSBRUCK 
SHIRT  6058

€ 89  |  page 25

CAMPELLO
WOMEN‘S SHIRT  2034

€ 94  |  page 26

CAMPELLO
SHIRT  2033

€ 94  |  page 26

FONDO
SHIRT  2037

€ 79  |  page 30

SILVAPLANA
SHIRT  3033

€ 144  |  page 43

INFINITO CASANNA
WOMEN‘S HOODIE  6094

€ 119  |  page 39

INFINITO CASANNA
HOODIE  6083

€ 119  |  page 39

VALBELLA WOMEN‘S
VEST  3661

€ 219  |  page 54

VALCANOVA
VEST  4014

€ 169  |  page 54

CALANDA WOMEN‘S 
JACKET  2000

€ 189  |  page 11

CALANDA 
JACKET  2004

€ 189  |  page 11

VALCANOVA 
WOMEN‘S JACKET  4005

€ 269  |  page 12

VALCANOVA 
JACKET  3641

€ 269  |  page 12

THAYA 
JACKET  3010

€ 169  |  page 12

BUIN 
JACKET  3005

€ 254  |  page 15

FALUDRIGA
JACKET  3020

€ 169  |  page 21

BERNINA WOMEN‘S
HOODED JACKET  3035

€ 159  |  page 29

BERNINA HOODED 
JACKET  3034

€ 159  |  page 29

BERNINA
JACKET  3048

€ 149  |  page 29

VALLE MAIRA
WOMEN‘S JACKET  3045

€ 219  |  page 44

VALLE MAIRA
JACKET  3041

€ 219  |  page 44

MONTE ROSA
JACKET  3049

€ 189  |  page 50

CIMIANO
JACKET  3054

€ 159  |  page 53

MONVISO WOMEN‘S 
JACKET  4002

€ 384  |  page 59

INFINITO SURETTA
WOMEN‘S JACKET  4009

€ 324  |  page 59

INFINITO SURETTA
JACKET  4008

€ 324  |  page 59

ANDERMATT
JACKET  5013

€ 489  |  page 60

CLARIDEN WOMEN‘S 
JACKET  4004

€ 319  |  page 66

CLARIDEN
JACKET  4003

€ 319  |  page 66

INFINITO OSLO
WOMEN‘S COAT  4012

€ 389  |  page 66

VERMUNT WOMEN‘S 
JACKET  5015

€ 369  |  page 61

VERMUNT
JACKET  5019

€ 369  |  page 61

KANISFLUH
SHORTS  3032

€ 129  |  page 30

VALCANOVA
SKIRT  4015

€ 149  |  page 54

MAROLLA WOMEN‘S
TIGHTS  2026

€ 124  |  page 16
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ROFAN ZIP OFF 
PANTS  3029

€ 214  |  page 30

DACHSTEIN 
PANTS  3043

€ 274  |  page 15

PALÜD
TIGHTS  2909

€ 209  |  page 21

MADRISA
PANTS  2913

FUSCHL
TIGHTS  2010

€ 214  |  page 26€ 139  |  page 43

ROFAN
PANTS  3021

€ 184  |  page 30

GASTEIN WOMEN‘S 
PANTS  3019

€ 124  |  page 39

GASTEIN
PANTS  3002

€ 144  |  page 39

MONTE ROSA
PANTS  2905

€ 239  |  page 50

SESVENNA
PANTS  3030

€ 274  |  page 53

VALLE MAIRA
PANTS  3042

€ 249  |  page 44

BEVERIN
PANTS  3018

€ 299  |  page 53

ANDERMATT
PANTS  5009

€ 389  |  page 60

DIAVOLEZZA
SKIMO SUIT  7105

€ 299  |  page 49

BIMBI BERNINA
HOODED JACKET  3040

€ 119  |  page 69

BIMBI CLARIDEN
JACKET  4007

€ 219  |  page 69

BIMBI ALPILA
PANTS  2991

€ 89  |  page 69

RIFFLER
HAT  8067

€ 44  |  page 21

MORNERA
HEADBAND  8053

€ 36  |  page 25

PALÜ
HEADBAND  8017

€ 32  |  page 65

FIORITO
HEADBAND  8047

€ 29  |  page 65

IMPERIA 
SUNGLASSES  8071

€ 99  |  page 16

PLANAI
SOCKS  8065

€ 26  |  page 36

HAMBURG
BEANIE  8052

€ 39  |  page 65

FIORITO
HAT  8054

€ 39  |  page 65

FIORITO
STORM SCARF  8074

€ 29  |  page 65

AROSA 
BACKPACK  9033

€ 124  |  page 12

VIA MALA TRAIL
BACKPACK  9006

€ 119  |  page 21

BREGENZ 
GLOVES  9563

€ 32  |  page 21

GRION
GLOVES  8029

€ 59  |  page 43

MATONA
BACKPACK  9031

€ 179  |  page 50

  NOTE ON POSSIBLE DELIVERY DELAYS

Due to the currently very tense international supply situation and increasingly frequent unforeseeable challenges in our procure-
ment process, we would like to inform you that there might be delays in the delivery of our new articles. All current availability and 
possible delays can be found for each product on our website SKINFIT.EU. 

  YOU WANT MORE?

This is just an overview of our new products from the Autumn-Winter collection 2022/23. On our website SKINFIT.EU you will 
find our complete collection as well as detailed views and information about each product.
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TIRANO
HEADBAND  8003

€ 29  |  page 65
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Skinfit Modulario products are characterized by the following properties:

Skinfit Modulario products not only fulfil a purpose, but in combination with other skinfit Modulario products, one and the 
same product can sometimes perform very different functions.

SKINFIT MODULARIO
 THE HEART OF THE SKINFIT COLLECTION

From sports undergarments to sportswear – the skinfit Modulario system supports you with its 5 modules (KLIMA, AERO, VENTO, 
CALDO and SCUDO) throughout the year for various sports and ensures perfect climate management.

  COMPATIBILITY

Individual products as well as the 5 mo-
dules (KLIMA, AERO, VENTO, CALDO 
and SCUDO) can be combined as desi-
red.

  VERSATILITY

Skinfit Modulario products can be used 
for a variety of sports. These products 
are additionally marked with the multi-
sport icon.

  YEAR ROUND USE

The combination of the individual mo-
dules in layers allows for use in different
seasons.

1 GOAL

2 FUNCTIONS

3 LAYERS

4 FACTORS

5 MODULES

37°

COOLING PROTECTION

PROTECTIONINSULATIONREGULATION

SPORT INTENSITY TEMPERATURE WEATHER

  5  MODULES

 The functional undergarments with the right
 climate management. 
 Breathability. Freedom of movement. Versatili-
 ty. Whether it is used as a base- or midlayer.
  The breathable wind protection.
 Insulation and heat in the smallest packing size. 
 Protects against wind and weather.

 One product from each module and you’re superbly 
 equipped for an incredible number of sports and 
 conditions.

 WERNER BATTISTI | Executive Board & Owner

  4  FACTORS
 
These four decisive factors have emerged from countless 
personal conversations that our employees have had with our 
customers over the past few years. They were decisive for the 
fact that our customers left our shop satisfied with a product 
that was ideal for their requirements. Our vision is for every 
skinfit customer to become a brand ambassador. We can only 
achieve this if you get the right product for you.

Sport Fewer products, more uses.
Intensity From comfortable to full throttle!
Temperature Heat accumulation and cold shock are a thing 
 of the past.
Weather Precipitation, wind or sun: you’re prepared for
 everything.

  3  LAYERS
 
3-layer principle, onion principal or layered look. No matter 
what you call it, the bottom line is that it works. And it does. 
That’s why the 3-layer principle is the basis for skinfit Modu-
lario. Several thin layers can be combined. This supports the 
body’s own processes and gives active athletes a feeling of 
comfort even in extreme situations.

Regulation Warms in the cold and cools in the heat.
 Insulation Stores your body heat and protects against 
 hypothermia.
Protection Protection against wind and weather.

You can respond very individually to the different weather 
conditions by just putting on or taking off products and layers. 

  2  FUNCTIONS
 
Skinfit products fulfil the two basic functions that functional 
sportswear has to fulfil: Cooling and protection.

Cooling a mobile air conditioner for your body, which
 gives off excess heat. 
Protection against external influences such as wind and
 weather.

  1  GOAL
 
37°C body temperature – the secret of your personal best. 
If we are too cold or too hot during sports, our performance 
drops. Our body needs to expend extra energy to regula-
te body temperature using the body’s own processes. Your 
optimal operating temperature is 37°C. skinfit Modulario of-
fers you and your body the right solutions, so you don’t waste 
unnecessary energy and can achieve your personal best.

MORE INFO ABOUT SKINFIT MODULARIO 
 SKINFIT.EU/MODULARIO
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Our product profile consists of icons, product features and informative texts. This allows you to see at a glance what the product is 
really capable of. The products can also be compared with each other.

EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE
 SKINFIT PRODUCT PROFILE

Product name*

Product number

Focus sports

Please note that in some cases 
not all colors are available in all 
indicated sizes.

Product features

Module

  FOCUS SPORTS

Multisport

Mountain biking

Trailrunning

Active StyleTriathlon

Road cyclingMountaineering

Ski mountaineeringRunning

Cross-country skiing

Breathability prevents heat build-up and provides for a comfortable fit
Cooling a mobile air conditioner for your body, which gives off excess heat
Insulation stores your body heat and protects against hypothermia
Waterproofness protects you against rain and moisture
Wind protection prevents unwanted wind from entering
Drying time absorbs little moisture and dries quickly
Sturdiness resistant to any terrain
Weight important arguments to take away with you
Year round use the right product for every season

Water column prevents you from getting wet while working out in the rain
MVTR** (water-)vapour elimination to reduce heat build-up
Packing size small and packable, especially suited to travel

Aerodynamics provides the wind less attack surface and makes you quicker
Bacteriostatic bacteriostatic and therefore stays odourless longer
Hydrodynamics reduced water resistance, leads to better lubricity

  YOU WOULD LIKE TO HAVE MORE INFORMATION?

You can easily find all our products on our website by typing SKINFIT.EU/ITEMNUMBER. For the 
5019 SCUDO Vermunt jacket it is for example like this: SKINFIT.EU/5019

  * The majority of the Skinfit collection consists of unisex products. Specific women‘s or men‘s 
clothing is indicated by the addition of „Women“ or „Men“ in the product name.
** Moisture Vapor Transmission Rate

  PRODUCT FEATURES



Now it‘s time to get out, chase our best performances 
and pursue our goals! Would you like to join us?

Then take a look at SKINFIT.EU/JOINME and join us 
and our community in many different activities!



RUN
CYCLE

CLIMB
TRI

SKI

BORN TO

 SKINFIT.EU


